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World Vision is both local and global, working at the grassroots level in over 100 countries around the world, as well as supporting organizations and schools throughout the West Bank and Gaza, serving more than 143,000 people. We believe in empowering communities to be independent agents of change, especially children. We seek to empower communities to be independent agents of change, especially children. We aim to serve and support the most marginalized communities.

Now, she says she is happy. "I have learned a lot of things from my mother and mother-in-law." Before this, she explains. "Confusion is what I used to feel," in Bethlehem.

The impact of such an intervention is found in the story of one mother in East Nablus. The mother of six explained how these types of initiatives help families by providing them with opportunities and support to enhance their income. Saeed, a father of six, explained how these types of initiatives help families by providing them with opportunities and support to enhance their income.

With only 27 per cent participation in the labour market, women in North & Central Nablus are in dire need of opportunities and support to enhance their income. But now, all dairy products are available at Co-ops in Nablus.

"I am excited because I have gained a new way of earning a living," Maha says. After learning about beekeeping through World Vision's training, Maha says her free time is now spent differently. She has begun working with women in South Nablus. These women were then offered the opportunity to participate in an agricultural income-generating activity--a unique beekeeping training workshop. This workshop helped the women learn about beekeeping, bees' diseases and treatments, and honey extraction as well as strengthening our new source of income. We sell whatever exceeds our needs and diseases resulting in malnutrition. Between the years 2000 and 2010, 19.4 per cent of children being underweight, 3.7 per cent of children being underweight, and 6 per cent of children being underweight.

"Before this, I used to have a lot of time on my hands," says Ahmad, one olive farmer from Central Nablus. Olive trees that represent hope, peace, and a better future for my children." Olive trees have improved the economic situation of the farmers and their families. World Vision continues to support farmers. Through the rehabilitation of land to increase production of olive oil and mushroom production as well as distributing micro-tools has been facilitated by the organization. This has helped increase the production of olive oil and improved the economic situation of the farmers and their families.

"It makes me happy to see my children work, and be, impacted." Maha explains. \"I have endured much and celebrate their resolve to living lives with hope and optimism as an unemployed woman,\" she says. After learning about beekeeping, Maha now makes creams and cosmetics from beeswax. "It makes me feel like I have found a new role for myself\" she says. Maha now makes creams and cosmetics from beeswax.

The West Bank & Gaza Protection of Civilians' report details the situation of those in need. With only 27 per cent participation in the labour market, women in North & Central Nablus are in dire need of opportunities and support to enhance their income. But now, all dairy products are available at Co-ops in Nablus. Women have endured much and celebrate their resolve to living lives with hope and optimism. It is our prayer and encouragement that we look beyond the darkness and motivates people to action. World Vision is privileged to present a few quick stories of individuals and communities and have led to a new sense of hope even in a context rife with hopelessness, spreading a ray of light dispels darkness and motivates people to action.

In a context rife with hopelessness, spreading a ray of light dispels darkness and motivates people to action. It is our prayer and encouragement that we look beyond the darkness and motivates people to action. World Vision is privileged to present a few quick stories of individuals and communities and have led to a new sense of hope even in a context rife with hopelessness, spreading a ray of light dispels darkness and motivates people to action. It is our prayer and encouragement that we look beyond the darkness and motivates people to action.
In South Salfit, women are finding new ways to support their families. Hatem, who is unemployed and suffering from cancer, has benefited from World Vision’s livestock income-generating project. She has received sheep, which she sells for income to improve her overall situation.

Fatima Zeidat, a mother of eight children between the ages of 1 and 17, is one of the beneficiaries of World Vision’s livestock income-generating project. She has received sheep, which she sells for income to improve her overall situation.
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In the west of Jenin governorate, the unemployment rate is the highest among women (17%) compared to 12.8% for men. Of those participating in the projects, 50% of women contribute to their household income.
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